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The Effect of Redundant Rhyme and Spelling
Patterns on a Verbal Discrimination Task

Eleanor J. Gibson, Mary K. Poag and Nancy Rader

Summary

Children from second and fifth grades werepresented with a dis-
crimination learning task in which each of four displays were to be paired
with a response button, either on S's left. or his right.. For one group two
of the displays shared a common feature:; and were paired with the same re-

sponse button. The other two also:shared a common feature andwere paired
with the other response button. Thus, Ss in this ,condition had only two ass-
ociations to learn if they perceived and.used the common feature as a .

;collative principle.' For another group, the four displays shared no common
feature and thus four associations had to, be learned. In a transfer stage
following the original learning task, both groups were given four new dis-
plays, with common features for each .of two pairs. The displays for half
the Ss were printed words, the,. common feature being rhyme and spelling
pattern (e.g. king and ring). For the other half, the displays were pict-
ures representing the words, so the rhyming names of the pictures were the
common features.

Fifth graders were better abl( to take advantage 12f.the collative
principle tbAn second graders when displays were words, in both:first learn-
ing and transfer stages. There was no improVement from original' learning
to the transfer stage, so the first stage did not train Sto Induce and use
the collative principle, When there was no common feature,-fifth,graders
did not exceusecond graders, so their superiority was entirely ascribable
to ability to use the collative principle. . .

When displays were pictures, the common rhyming home waeseldom
used economically by Ss of either grade in the first learning teak. In the

transfer stage, however, fifth graders did show a significant Imentfer effect.
A nuMber of them perceived. and used the rhyme eventually to reach the
economical. solution. It was concluded that abilityto use.a.common feature
economically increases withage and that.common spelling patterns have as
yet little saliency for secondgraders. ' -.
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The Effect of Redundant Rhyme and Spelling

Patterns on a Verbal Discrimination Task.

Eleanor Gibson, Mary Poag, and Nancy Rader
Cornell University

The discovery of recurrent spelling Patterns in words and the
efficient use of these common patterns allows a reader to process in-
formation in larger structural units. A spelling pattern can be:defined

as a cluster of letteka 'in a given environment (such as position within

the word) whi0 has an invariant pronunciation according to the rules of

English. This pattern has the effect of organizing units of perception
to produce an economy of processing in reading. Evidence for the ef-
fect of such structure can be traced as far back as Cattell (1885) who
demonstrated that a word, if not too long or complicated, could be read
with as short an exposure as a single letter. It is not simply the
familiarity of the word that controls this facilitation, since artifi-
cial words that followrules of English orthography and thus incorporate
within them common English spelling patterns are also perceivedwith
significant facilitation (Gibson, Pick, Osser, & Hammond, 1962; Gibson,

Shurcli ff, & Yonas, 1970).

However, the economy of this perceptual strategy is not auto-
matically available to the reader. Developmental changes in young

!(children's ability to make use of internal orthographic structure have
been observed (Gibson; Osser,' & Pick, 1963; Rosinski & Wheeler, 1971).
Although it is known that' most children make increc ling use of ortho-

graphic regularities as they improve in reading skill, it would be of
:)I.,.great interest to know how they learn to abstract spelling. patterns.

SeWeral developmental studies have asked this question.
Gibson, Farber, & Shepela (1967) set up a sorting task in which words

1!-In1:,,,with.1 distinctive letter clusters in several invariant positions and
ifferent vontextsliere presented to kindergarten and first grade

' :children to.t'sort according to their common features (e.g., TEAM- and
.ciSEAL would belongto aset because of their common inner whereas

! TAME utilizes the: same' four' letters but would not belong to the set).
.' experiMenters were :interested in seeing whether over a period of

five days a learning set to abstract and use structure would be formed.
Although only one out of twelve kindergarteners clearly picked up the
strategy, half of the first graders eventually did. Another study
(Lowenstein, 1969), looked at the effect that type of training pro-
cedure had on later transfer to new cases of using the structure in

words. She found that a general training instruction to attend to
something common in words provided more help to first graders in a
transfer task than did specific training instruction to look for a par-

ticular letter pair. It seems that a child must go through' an active
search for and discovery of invariant pattern in words in order to be
able to transfer this skill.

Reasoning that a child must develop the ability to extract
a collative principle in order to search successfully for spelling
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patterns, Gibson and Rader (1971) presented children from second and
third grade with a simple verbal discrimination task which could be
learned in either of two ways , made possible by presenting alterna-
tive sets of cues. By selecting one set, the child had four unre-
lated choices to learn; by selecting the other set he had only .a two-
choice,problem to,solve if he took advantage of a dual collative prin-
ciple, common spelling pattern and rhyme. We thought. the reduction of
the ,number of displays to four, and the obvious economy of using the
common features would help.the child to induce the Arinciple for him-
self. A Control group had four choices to learn, with no collative
principle present. Following learning of the first' task, both groups
were given a transfer task which was immediately solvable if the econo-
,mical solution had been discovered in the first stage of learning.
.,.Both: rhyme and common spelling patterns were present. A further volt-
abii.in.the' display was a contour surrounding each word, different for
each one. The contour was irrelevant to the collative principle, but
could be used instead of the words themselves for the uneconomical
solution.:

Results of this experiment showed that third graders made
fewer .errors in learning thin second graders when the collative prin-
ciple was available, but the same number when it was not. However,
the difference between the two conditions (control vs. experimental)
was not great. In the transfer stage, there were no significant dif-
ferences, and Ss in grade 3 used the collative., principle equally well

::1111Sher they had had the opportunity to' discover it before or not.
Only 50% of the Ss showed evidence of using spelling pattern or rhyme.
'Apparently,: if an S was able to do so, he used it, but the learning
in .stage did not appear to provide training for ,fictraction of a rule.

The Present experiMent was undertaken to correct what we
felt had been'some faults of design and procedure in the previous one,
and to ask, a further question about the relative usefulness Of the two
..typet.:o;:iedundentinformation, rhyme and spelling pattern.. the
common sound of the words (rhyme) is .the only collatiVe principle, is
it `just .ea effective as the spelling pattern which has;both 'rhyme and
4teutil, siiiilaritv potentially available? This question received
considerable attention recently, since so-called "lingUistic" methods
.of.teaChing'reading.emphasize.rhyme and tracking the ,SOundstreank..

The method of introducing rhYme Without accompanying speelling
was to present pictures of objects whose names rhymed (e.g., king and
ring) iiitoPposed to presenting the spelled-out ,w.Orda... We expected
that Ss would spontaneously generate the names 'Of the'pictures and pro-
bably perceive the phonetic relationship, since Locke (197149.b) found
that four-year-old children recalled more pictures whose iiiiiei.!rhymed
than rnzhyming control pictures. If: second graders can use a colla-
tive principle,' but-do not yet:perceive the redUndancy in spelling
pitterni, the picture condition' might excell' the word conditiOn when
redundancy .is available.
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The experiment also differed from the previous one in com-
paring children of more contrasting age groups (second and fifth grade),
and in omitting the contours surrounding the printed words.

Method

Design

There were eight groups in all, four from second grade and
four from fifth grade. In each grade half the groups were given picture
displeys and half word displays. One of the word groups in each grade
was the experimental group and the other the control group. The pic-
ture groups were similarly divided.

Grade

Su-nary of Groups

Condition Type of Display

.2 experimental words
2 control words
2 experimental pictures
2 control pictures

5 experimental words

5 control words

5 experimental pictures.

5 control. pictures

In all eight conditions , there were two stages of learning.
Stage I was the training condition and differed for the experimental
and control groups. In the experimental groups there were two pairs
of rhyming words printed in lower case or two pictures whose names
rhymed. The pictures (color photographs) were designed to be clear
representations of the words used. In the control groups, Stage I,
four, words or four pictures were displayed that had no coupon spelling
patterns or rhyming names. Stage II was the transfer test. It was
the same for both experimental and control conditions, with two pairs
of rhyming words or two pairs of pictures that rhymed (different from
those employed in Stage I). Its purpose was to permit a comparison of
Groups E and C to see whether previous, exposure to a collative prin-
ciple (common spelling pattern or rhyme) would result in more imme-
diate pick-up of structure usefUl for an economical solution. Would
this task help the ,.child induce a principle which he could immediately
apply when a new but similar case presented itself?

The words (the same as the names for the corresponding pic-
tures) are presented in Table 1.

Procedure

Zhe S was seated before a screen on which slides of the words
or pictures were rear-projected. His task was to choose for each of

-4-
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Table 1
Words and Names for Pictures for
Groups E and C, Stages I and II

Stage I Stage II

Group 'E- king yarn boat cake
ring barn coat rake

Group C nose bell boat cake
coatking yarn rake

the four successively presented words or pictures the appropriate one
of two buttons on a small console in front of him. There vas also a
light on the console which flashed, accompanied by a sound, when S
pressed the correct button for a given sLide.

For Group E, Stage I, the rhyming pair of words or the pic-
tures with rhyming names always had the same button correct for both
members of the pair. For Group C, Stage I, the buttons were assigned
arbitrarily to the four slides. The same button was always the correct
one for a given slide. In Stage II (as in Group E, Stage I), the ream-
dant pairs of slides always shared the same correct button so that in
both cases S had only two choices to learn if he noticed and used the
simple rule of common spelling or rhyme. In Group C, Stage I, 8 of
necessity had to learn four separate choices.

SWes first shown the set of four words or pictures which
would be presented in that stage of the experiment. The words were
printed individually on 3 x 5 index cards which E showed to 8 and had

read. If S read a word incorrectly E pronouncWd it correctly for
Elm. For the picture conditions, E showed each of the four slides to
S on the screen and had him name them. There were generally no incor-
rect responses here, since the pictures were chosen to be tmambiguous.
However, if S did grope for a name or, in one particular instance,
called a "BOAT" a "SHIP," E told S the appropriate name. E would
say, "Let's call it a 'BOAY'." (It had to rhyme with COAT7)

The instructions to S were as follows: "These words/
pictures (the ones just shown) are going to appear on the screen.and
what you will haie to do is figure out which of these buttons goes
with the word/picture on the screen. The same button will always go
with the same word/picture: You will know if you picked the, correct
button because this light will flash on. If you picked the wrong one
the light won't go on. At first you will have to guess which button
t o press, b u t soon you'll b e t le. to figure out which button is the
correct one for each word /picture. ".

The S had as long as he wanted to make a response on each
slide. His latencies were recorded by E. The display remained on
,the soreen for 2.5 seconds after S hadiTade.t.he-correct choice. After
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'an intertrial interval of approximately four seconds, the next slide
appeared on the screen. The slides were in random order with the
constraint that rib- two slides appeared more than twice consecutively

-and no -position- (right- or left -button) was correct more than three
timed' consecutively: Trials c'obtinued until S responded correctly on
ten cithisecutive trials (criterion) or had completed 60 trials.

.41-191,Stagertl. was, .completed E .changed the .s,lide ,tray and
would.ae presented.With:new words/pictUreS., but that

his task.:yoUld be the .seme..4s before. That, is he was to figure; out
the correct button for ;each word/picture.. This.cOnstituted Stage II,
the transfer stage. was again run to 10 consecutive correct trials
or tp.:69 trt4s, f.. prIterir,n was not met. s.-.

4 .5 .:*4 r: , . . .

;'1t, E then asked 'S hp*. he had figured out which button.tO.press
task l.(Stage Ior;Stage II): he thought was easier.,... 4hi,p inter-

view Was recorded .on ,tape..

Subjects

The Ss were 60 second grade and 60 fifth grade children from
an Ithaca school.1 Fifteen Ss were run in each of the eight groups

..described above. The school population included primarily middle class
children of above average socio-economic background,. many from aca-

;.. demi°. families. They were taken.to a mobile laboratory, on the school
. grou0s;.,for the experiment.

.:; f Results. .

It was considered that S could readily use the .co1,14t.ive
principle in learning the discrimination if he began:-..his criterion run

(10consecutive correct choices) by the fifth word or picture presented.
This nUmber was chosen because by trial five S had been presented with
all four words or pictures in the set. This measure was applied in
both. Stage I (training task) and Stagg II (transfer tat.sic) ,and effectively
gave us..,e, pre-test and a post -test . measure of S's sbility (to. use the
economicel structure and to transfer the principle. This measure was

....44electe4 in..pieference to, a comparison of total number of errors since
aisi.splel.compariion.of the number :of- errors confounded: traisAnA trials

,riwith an assessment of S's ability to use the principle. I would not
.tell us ..whether Ss courd use rhyme px spelling pattern immediately in
Stage II becausethey had learned the collative principle in the train-
ing stage, since some Ss might tiav4 been able to use it immediately in
Stage I. It also did not permit us to.snalyze interactions because of
a ceiling effect in grade five ..(some, of these Ss made zero errors and
thus the limits of their .abilities,.were not.,..measured). The measure we
chose, the number (percent) of Ss solving (starting the criterion run)
by trial five was not amenable .to.. analysis of variance but nevertheless
was preferable because of its validity.

1. The authors wish to thank the principal, teachers, and
children of the Northeast School, Ithaca, for their enthusiastic
cooperation.

-g-
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Role of Structure with Word Stimuli

one principal question we asked was IThether or not our Ss could
take increased advantage of the collative principle preient for the
experimental group as age increased. In other words, does economy of

information processing develop from grade 2 to grade 5? Compare first
the control groups for the two grades in Stage I with words as stimuli

(see Table 2). No Ss in grade 2 started a criterion run by trial 5,

Table 2
Number and Percent of Ss Solving the

Word Tasks by Trial Five

Grade Condition Stage

Stage I Stage II

3 or.20% 14 or. 26.6e;
C 0 or 0% 2 . or '13%

5 8 or 53% 9 or 60%
C 1 or 6.6% 8 or 53%

and only one did in grade 5. When there was no structure present to
reduce the information and four separate choices' had to .be learned, the

two grades did not differ. By Fisher's exact test, the proportions are

not significantly different.

On the other hand, when the two grades are compared on condition
E, Stage I, where there was useful structure, 54% of the Ss in grade 5
started a criterion run by trial 5, but only 20% of the Si in grade 2

did. This difference is significant at 4 .025 by chi-square (one-

tailed test). Ihus, the ability to use an economical strategy in-

creases with age. The fifth graders are also superior to the second
graders in the transfer task (Stage II), where 60% of the older group

began the criterion run by trial 5, but only 26.6 of the younger group

did.

What' about the effect of training? Did practice' on a dircrimi-

nation tAask containing the higher-order structure. (relevant pretrain-
ing) facilitate using the economical strategy on a second similar

task? To answer this question we .applied the binomial test to scores
of Ss in Group E to determine whether there was a significant change
from Stage I to Stage II. Did children who did not start a criterion

run by trial 5 in Stage I (when structure was present) have a greater
probability because of practice when the opportunity was given a second

. time in the transfertask? The test was non-significant for both

. grade's. So., although the. children who did, not perceive the economical
strategy .by trial 5, Stage: I, had further opportunity to. do. so .(up to

60. trials), there was no trend toward benefiting from this practice in
the transfer task. Considering this .as: a preteat-Tosttest comparison,

no transfer was observed.-



Conceivably, a poor strategy begun on the first task might
interfere with discovery of the economical principle on the second
task. This possibility might.have occurred accidentally for some
children in Group E (one cannot tell), but it surely existed for 'Ss
in Group C, where no superior .strategy was possible. To see whether

: inability to use. structure. in Stage I had a negative effect on Stage
the. proportion of children solving by trial 5 in the.:control group,

Stage II, was compared with thenumber .solving by trial. 5. in the ex-
perimental group, Stage I. In neither grade was there a significant
difference by chi-square test. Since it vas the first exposure for
both groups to the -problem that .could .be solved economically, there was
no evidence of interference by an earlier poor strategy carrying over.
The percent of Ss solving by trial 5 (53%) for Group. C, Stage
fifth grade, was in fact identical with the percent solving in Group

'.:I.E,7-.Stage I.

Role of structure with pictures. Were the age differences
'found With words replicated when pictures were substituted as stimulus

. We conjectured that the second graders might be able to use
.a 'collatiire strategy, but found it hard to extract the principle from
printed words. On the other hand, it might be that ability to induce
the economical strategy had not developed yet. Looking at the data

.

for Stage I (see Table 3), there is remarkably little differenie
:: between the two age groups in either condition. In condition E, Stage

T., where fth graders had excelled Frith words the. difference between
.

Table 3
Numbers and Percent of Ss Solving the

Picture Tasks by Trial Five

.Grade Condition Stage
Stage I Stage II

1 or 6.6% 2 or 13%
0 or 0% 2 or13%

E 3 or 2O 8 or 53%
C 2 or 13% 6 or 50%

.,. .

*the .two grades with pictures was .non-significant by.:Pisheria Exact
test. It was, also non-signifiCant for Group C. Mils, neither...the

older .or.yoUnger children were .able to .make immediate' use of rhYining
:fiemes as an informationreducing strategy. Only three children in
grade 5 did so, and one in grade 2.,

l-s

''. However,; then we look. at the change from Stage. I to Stage II
it .turn's out. that for fifth graders a ,significant change occurred (con-

'' trary to the results with words). Applying the binomial test,. fifth
'traders showed improvement over Stage I (to L.05), but the..secOnd. ..:"
graciers did not. The impact' of the rhyming names. mavhaye bUilt up in
the course ox' Stage I training and helped some of the fifth. grade



children perceive the presence of rhyme and use it in Stage II. It
is possible that this effect was generated by a hint given some Ss.
One of the pictures in Stage II was a boat. Several Ss called it a
"ship" when asked to name it and were corrected by E. 'The correction
might have called their attention to the rhyme with "coat." However,
the control group, who had the same Stage II, did not show a similar
improveinent fp > .05). In any case, rhyming names alone were more apt
to go unnoticed by Ss of both grades than 'printed words having common
spelling patterns.

Again, there was no evidence of interference from using a
poor strategy in the first task. When Group C, Stage II was compared
with Group E, Stage I by a chi-square test, the difference was non-
significant for both grades.

Pictures vs. words. It is a fairly general finding that
children, at least in recognition tasks, remember pictures better than
'words (e.g., Fraisse, 1970). One might guess , therefore, that pictures
Should make easier cues for a discrimination task.. This is not the
case, however. Nine of the second grade childien (experimental and
control groups combined) solved the task by our criterion with words as
cues, but only five with pictures. Twenty-six- fifth graders solved
with words and only .19 with ;pictures. There was thus no advantage in
pictures even for the youngdr children in this task.

Latencies. Although latencies were recorded, there was so
much variability between Ss that analysis of the .pooled data revealed
nothing intereating.

. .. .

rnterviews. !lost of the children were able' to give quit e
informative accounts of how they "figured out" the task, the fifth
graders of course better than second graders. 'Mere was a nearly per-
fect'dorrelation between solving by our criterion and commenting on
the rhyme' or spelling pattern. All but one of the second graders
who met the criterion with words in Stage II remarked on the rhyme.
One S who started the criterion run on trial 6 said the "words ended
the same." One who started the criterion run on trial 19 mentioned
the words having the "same letters." All but one fifth grade S who
met the criterion in Stage II with words remarked on either rhyme or
con= spelling. Spelling was mentioned more frequently by fifth ,
than by second graders. 'No Ss spoke of "similar vowels"; one said he
solved the problem "alphabetically." About half the second graders
simply said they "remembered." Only two fifth graders said this.

For pictures, nearly all second graders said they Nat
"remembered." The four who mentioned rhyme all began a criterion run
in time to complete 10 correct trials before the experiment was ended.
Fourteen fifth graders mentioned rhyme. All of them completed the
experiment.

No tests of significance were performed on these Ldat, be-
cause some of the tapes were not interpretable. But it was obvious

-9-



that awareness of a collative principle and meeting the criterion went
together.

Discussion

Our concern in thiS experiment was how knowledge of the
component relationships within words-in particiilar abstraction of
common recurrent relatiOnahiPS--dey.elOps. Such-knowledge has utility
fair transfer in.reading new words and an impartint .factor in, econo-
'Mi.:cal processing by the Skilled reader: Previous ..eicperinients Showed
that children do not acqUiie this knowledge easily in the early stages
of reading. Common spelling patterns seem to have little saliency for
the beginning reader. Whether this is due to unfamiliarity of the com-
ponent letters, difficulty in handling order information in combina-
tions of letters, or immaturity of the ability to abstract a common
factor and generalize a simple rule, we still do not know. Lowenstein's
(1969) experiment showed that some children in the latter par of
first glade, were able to profit by hints about searching for common
features for making a classification, but discovering the features for
themselves (rather than being told them) was important.

. "lhe.discrimination task usedhere seemed to be about .the
,,sizsplest possible: vehic;e.:for forcing. an Anductiora of a. rule on the

part of ,the. ,hoped the childrediould do ;so and then :be
11.El.capable.,clf instant tranaOr to ..a new problem. The., ez-,;ectationciwas

essentially :-Mot .confi,rm ed., More. then half of the fifth graders did
. find and use . the rule., but .they .either did so immediately , or not at

all. The training task, in other words , did not train them to gener-
alize if they could not already do it. Since they did not excell
second graders when there was no rule available, their superiority

,,.....depended on ability to use the rule.
..

The second graders were significantly less able to make use
of the collative principle and also did not profit by the first task
as a training method. The difficulty was not one of material--of
words being "hard" for .them--for they. were even,leas successful with
pictures. It As possible, despite Locke's (1971a., b) ,finding, that
they did not name the pictures to. themselves. and -thus did not. die cover
the ihyming..pitinciple, but..pictures rather than words did not .make the

.,, .task .eas.ier in. the control..condition either. ,..:.,
, .

. ... . . . ..
. Lowenstein's first graders actually, succeeded better in

using coupon spelling .paiterps .then..dicl. our second graders , despite
the apparent 'simplicity of the present task. The sorting task she
used haa the advantage of letting S see two examples of the common
feature, simultaneously.. iWe think now that eyed-the smell memory load
put, on the child in the ,successive discrimination task may be a dis-
advantage. Of course , it is an essential requirement in actual read -
ing, if .cOinOn. patterns are to be utilized successfully, but greater
,maturity is...evidently necessary for inducing the . principle under
these conditions.. Direct...simultaneous comparison. would seem to be a
better training procedure.
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We conclude that there is very definitely an increasing
economy of information processing as age increases , but factors in
the method of Presenting a task may enhance or hind -tr development of
the ability. How. to enhance it in the reading situation is a. major and
important problem.
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The Developmental Convergence of Meaning for
Wordy and Pictures

Eleanor J. Gitco.ii , Roderick W. Barron ,
.11 i and, kaien E. Gaiter

Sunman,

!:':' experiment doMpared 'latencies for sanii:nt'dliferfent
't; ,- 'judgments' for 13/tilt-Of pictures' (PP)Ttiairs of words"(WW), ana`a pair

. 4%1 ethapoSed 'of a wort and a picture 'NFL Word* paird .1.7ere presented in
iitwo"tyPe faces and pictures in two'-aspects; of the .same object so S

-JAMuld not !dike a physical match.' . Ss 'were eecond fourth and
rr! rsitth' graders' fend college Studentdc'.'"Ari `Ss' took part in all three

display conditions.. The .qiiettiori "ihether a semantic Match: for
the mixed 'representation (WP pairs) vas reached relatively faster

deitelbpment progressed,. on the hypothesiity'lthat' 'meaning progresses
developmentally toward an abstraCt, non - imagistic ,lion - linguistic
representation..

ivt .1 C. Ail latencies.'.decreeted with .age. Display conditi.ok*as
Variable. '1,-41he'llP condition /fee slowest fOr all 'a 'fie

-0.70 gRAY010.:!.' Display':conditiOna PPlind WW did not differ for the'
mediate! gradeh PP was faster for second graders whereat: 1.1W' was

;. fatteie Overall,,,latenciet for type of jUdgiti4'.:(taite or
riot vary. There Wahl:a-Significant age by grade inter-

actibir with'WP dropping relative''to' PP and 14/ with age. But' 'thit de-
"grease 'did 'tot appear.. consistently for State judgments. A. triple'. inter -

of grade by .0ispley 'conditien,by. type of judgment suggested
. :''.'that' second gradetsCsind' adUlts were Mang different decision4aaking

t77!-litoces set' in the WPrt on di tiOn..: Second'. graders apparently 'igOt
..itanitig';'and a' Tiabie' for the picture firSt 'and' j)iitehed it 'With .theoword

'73 !":-P,iwiciiig their sable .judgmentt..faster. Adrilts on ) the other Band,;; read
the wordl.firsti Matched: its meaning.tothe Meaning' of the' .pieture.

meaning probably precedes naming,:different jUdgMenti(4ere
arrived*tatwithtint naming' and were shorten' than same jti ,',where
a node had' reached to" imtch to the:'4Ord. Its:W is 6. ..:eluhed thatI

the hypcithesit;r1wei supporteC,bUt that task variables Ciattiel differ-
'I' id: prose Seifig detfelopmeitteny. EXperiments were sUggiateCto check
`,' the Interpretatibi offered: t".! -

. !:'
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The Developmental .Convergence of Meaning for
Words and Pictures

Students of semantic development have suggested that the
basic semantic system continues to develop until rather late (McNeill,
1970; Moorehead, 1971). Comprehension of semantic features of speech
continues to improve up to eight years (Gallagher, 1969; McNeill, 1970,
pp. 117 ff.) and probably beyond. If this is the case with speech, we
might expect that ability to extract, meaning from written language
Will reach its .,peak still later., A.skilled adult reader picks up seman-
tic. features of words as he reads automatically; swiftly, andin fact,
almost obligatorily. It requires a conscious effort to prevent
meaning from "sUrfacing,". as the Stroop test (1935) and related labora-
tory ,tasks have shown. .

j

, . .

Meaning is .not extracted in.auch an immediate and involuntary
fashion 'in early stages of a child's readingvfor a number_of rather
ofiviOus Fee-ions. He is, taken up with ."Cricking the icOde," for one
thing; and he is dePendent on extracting- the meaning ;secondarily from
the sound system, rather than directly as he might in a logographic
or ,pictographic writing system. the qusstion is., how does he arrive

'.at wtat 'ewe/OBS to be the adult's more direct, and,.automatic. processing
of meaning in e, Writing .system which is. based, on sound mapping?.

..
'Children begin to comprehend meanings of events and objects

. . , ,

in the world 'at a very early age. Even pictures of, objects are,,recog-
nixed and respond.d to appropriately very .early.(Ho.chberg. and Brooks,
1962). Is the representation of meaning for concrete objects .separate
from that for weds? Or is there a course of development which brings
theiwo closer together as verbal. skill (reading skill especially)
increases? Both the proponents of imageless thought (see, for in-
Stance,. Moore, 1919) and Morton (1969) in. his logogens theory, suggested

,
:..that. :verbal, meant g is represented abstractly. Could one add to this
the'

that* verbal

meaning of real things and events. and..the verbal
syrbOle for them. Converge during development toward the same .abstract
representation? The implication is that semantic features of..speech
and.wiiting ,are derived from perceived meanings, of, real events and
things, and -Ohat,.in the end, there are not.. two.. or three. meaning sys-

' tee's...one for..concrete events, one, for speech,. and one tbr:,: .

but Only 'One.
", :P: ::

There is a small amount of indirect evidence to support the
above hypothesis. An experiment by Shepela (1971) compared the effect
of bimodal interference at two grade levels (kindergarten and second
grade). Visual material (line drawings of familiar objects) was dis-
played on a small screen at the rate of two pictures per second. At
random intervals during the presentation, a target picture of a bird
appeared. In the first unimodal condition, the child was instructed
to press a key every time he saw the bird. Auditory material (words
heard over earphones) was presented in the second unimodal condition
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and the child pressed the key when he heard "bird." In the bimodal
condition, both the pictorial and verbal material was displayed and
the child was instructed to press the key when he saw the picture of
the bird and when he heard the word "bird." The kindergarten group
showed significant interference in the bimodal. condition, but the
second graders did not. Control conditions showed that the age dif-
ference was not due to an increased number of targets, and that the
superiority of the second grade was due to improVed detection', of the
verbal: targets. Shepela reasoned that'the older children were getting
'meaning more directly from the words and that the bimodal ;condition
was therefore approaching a unimodal one such that the ileanineof the
pictorial and verbal targets was converging toward the same represen-
tation for the older group.

An experiment by Fraisse (1970) suggested tO us a more direct
method of studying the development of semantic perception of 'words and
pictures and the possible convergence of processing for meaning in the
two modes. In -Fraissels experiment, adult Ss were presented'irith three
types of display and their reaction times recorded for 'a same-different

:- judgment:. 'Dm pictures were displayed' in one cOndition; two words
irf-the'.pecOnd cotidttion;'and a word and a picture were.displayed in
the third. condition. Half of the pairs were sanies and half Were dif-
ferents. In the case of word-picture pairs, a same pair COnsiSted of
a picture with its corresponding name. Fraisse predicted that the

..!. 04rd...condition would require a longer time for' judgment, because
... semantic. processing; rather than' mere '"physical". prOCesaing vonl:d be

. ,., required.,: "Elle exige l'intervention d'un proceseue (di liciinparaison
s.emeuitique stockes' dens la memo/re 1. long terms quiperniette de decider
qua l'objet chaise, 'par exemple, 'pent Se CategOrizer Par le lot
chaise ,(Fraisse,' P. 80)." Fraisse's hypothesis was Confirmed; since
the' judgments for picture-word.pairs were significantly longer than
those. for the other two conditions, which did not' differ from one
another.'

One might be tempted; to 'conclude from these: results with
adult Ss that our hypOthesis regarding the cOnvergenCe of meanings in
some..ebstract .relation common to objects and words must be incorrect.
BUt::the fact is; that physical matches (proCessed for-' graphic='inibr-

only) were possible in the 'two non -mixed conditions *9 since
m,. :the:word..pairs.-and picture pairs for a'sake jUdgnetit' were 'phyliOally

.:;identical (Posner te. Mitchell, 1967). No semantic prOCessing Vas'
necessary in either case ,. so the exPeriment dOes libt- afford' a test of
our hypothesis. -;.

- .Consequently, we modified.Fraisseqi method-SO thet seine
'pairs-for pictures-;and for words 'were not 'physically idehtical'.. Pic-
-.ture pairs; although belonging to the same conceptual 'category and
having the :same,; name, differed in 'superficial graphic featUrei A
picture of a dog; for instance, would be 'Presented' in -WO di fftrent
aspects, or from different angles. The judgment to be .made was whether

..!they* were pictures of the same object, not whether they were physically



identical. A pair of words was presented in different type faces, one
member in upper case and the other in lower. We hoped that this ar-
rangement would force the S to use the semantic features of.the word
or picture.

Since our hypothesis was a developmental one, four age groups
were chosen for comparison--second, fourth, and sixth graders, and
college students. We made the following predictions:

1. Latencies should decrease with age for all types of

judgment.

2. For the youngest age group, picture-picture pairs, the
most concrete material and thus presumably the most salient to a young
child, should yield the shortest latencies; word-word pairs next; and
picture-word longest.

3. As age increases, the latency should become relatively
shorter for the picture-word condition as compared to the other:two. In

. other words, we expected an age by conditions interaction with a signi-
ficant component of the variance due to lowered latencies for,.the
picture-word condition.

Method

Design, .

.The experiment, as explained above,. had three display condi-
tions, four age groups and two types of response.judgments.. A Picture-
Picture. (PP) display was used in the ,first condition, a Word-WOrd

display was used in the second condition and a Word-Picture (WP) dis-
play was used in the third condition. The:, four age groups (32 Ss per

..group) were dream. from the second, fourth, and sixth grades of a local

elementary school and; from Cornell; University (the college. students
were paid two dollars for their participation). One-half of the Ss in
each group were males and one-half were females.

Each S sof each. display condition 24 times for a- tote]; of 72
trials.: Within each display condition, one-half of the displays re-
quireda same:response judgment and one-half a different responee
judgment... The same response was .on the left for one-halt of,the Ss in
each group and on the right fore the other one-half.

The three display conditions were presented in random order,

with the constraint that. no display condition, and no response judg-
ment occurred more than four times in succession. The two members of
each display were .presented simultaneously, and.the position of the
members of. the display was counterbalanced so that an individual plc-

, ture or word appeared equally often on the left and right.

Materials. One-half of the Ss from each age group were
given the following words and correspoi7ding pictures: fish, bird, dog,

1 . .
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cup, sock, boat. The other one-half of the Ss were given: frog, lamb,
cat, key, iron, and plane. The pictures were simple outline drawings
taken from children's coloring books and photographed for slide presen-
tation. For the same response judgments, as explained above, two
pictures were chosen to represent each object. Hence for a single
display in the PP Condition, one aspect of the object was given by
one picture (e.g., the profile of a dog), and another aspect of the
object was given by the second picture (e.g. , a three-quarter view of
a dog). In the case of the WW display condition, the same word was
given in, two type faces (i.e., DOG dog). Finally, in the WP display
condition, the two members of the display consisted of the printed word
"dog" and a picture of a dog. The two type faces and aspects of the
pictured objects were equally represented.

Procedure

The S was seated 90 cm. from a 30 x 30 cm. ground-glass
screen. When the S was ready, he pressed a foot pedal which started
a Hunter I<lockcounter and simultaneously opened two Gerbrand G1166
electronic shutters in front of the lenses of two GAP ESP2000 random
access slide projectors. The opening of the shutters allowed a 15 x
21 cm display to be back projected onto the screen in front of the S.
When the S had decided that the two members of the display were the
same or different, he indicated his response judgment by pressing one
of the two appropriately labeled buttons on the response panel in front
of him. An orange light appeared on the panel if the S was correct.

Before the experiment began, each S was shown all of the
slides and asked to read the words (in both type cases) and to identify
the pictures (in both aspects). If after two presentations of the word,
the S was still unable to identify the word, he was not used in the
study. In the instructions which follow, the S was shown two' examples
(one same and one different) of each of the three display conditions.

"I am going to show you pictures of some words and some
objects. When I say go, I want you to press the foot pedal that is on
the floor. Are these two pictures the same? They are both pictures
of cats, so they are the same. they are not exactly the same cat,

but they are both cats so they are the same. O.K.? I want you to
press the button marked same. Press the foot pedal again. Here is a
picture of a cat and the word cat. Are they the same? Yes, because
they both mean cat. So you press the same button. Press the foot
pedal. again. What is that a picture of? A lambright. Is it the

same as the other picture? No. One is a cat and the other is a lamb,
so we say they' are different. So you press the different button.
Press the foot pedal, again. Can you read that word (pointing to lamb)?

That's right. And the other word? Are they the same? No. So you
would press the different button if you saw them together. Press the
pedal again. Here is a picture of a lamb and the word cat. What do
you sey? Bight. Remember, press the right (left) button if they are
the same and the left (right) button if they are different. Press
the buAon just as quickly as you can. If you are right the light will



t

go on. If you are wrong, it won't.. AU. set? 0. K. Press the foot

pedal when I say O.K."

All of the age, groups received essentially, the same instructions. The

younger children had no difficulty in- follOwing the instructions. All

of the Ss were urged to.be as accurate as ,possible, int this was par-
ticularly emphasized with the two older grOlitis because pilot studies

had indicated that they were more likely tosacrifiee accuracy, in
order to increase their speed. ...

Results

.

The error frequency data are Presente.Cin Table 1 for each
grade as a function of display condition and response judgment. Since
the mean error rate for each grade was always less than fiye percent,

we feel justified in analyzing the latencies as the dependent *triable
of main interest. Before leaying the, error data, a few trends should
be noted. Second graders made the fewest errors overall. They were

very deliberate in the performance of. the .task;_:. They male significantly

more errors (p 4 .01 by a Wilcoxon ?latched Pena- Signed Ranks %est)

-.:.
..

.

Table 1.
. . ..! . . .

Frequency of Errors for each Grade as a,runction of
Display Condition, and Type. of ReaPOns#

Picture-Picture Word-Word .. WOre-Picture. . Mean
Grade ',. Dim:40 Display Display percent

Same Different Same Same.,...,r4fferent error
. :, , ,...

, . -. rate

*.!

Second '..-2'
Fourth 17
Sixth 1.1''..
'dill:eke 'id.' fi

7
9

13
11

... i

ig
12
12
9

. 8
19 .

24
9

.

:.:.,.
.:

:15
.:;23i

. 29
25

.

: 14
14
21

8
..;

2.8%
3.9%
4.8%
3.1%

on the W-Wdliplays than on the PP,display vindoubtedly because :of
,...

their as yet undeveloped reading skill.' ...Ibis -finding is also reflected
in the latenCies, as will be seen. The. sixth' grade# made the most
errors; these older children seemed More Concerned ifit# speed than the
younger children. One S was dropped from pie.,,exPeriment because he.... .....
made more 'then 'ten errors.

An interesting trend wasthe' tendencY.40 the college Se to

,......make three times as many errors on the saMe,judements as on the dif-
ferent judgments. in the W-P condition; (p,i...;.4.by .the.Wiloomon test).

The differences were not significant in the Othe cOnilitions. We shall
return to this result after considering the, litency

The basic data for each S,wez.v..mediens..caleulated from the

1.2 ,latencies observed under each .level of Alspley condition and,res-
.

pOnse judgment Error latencies were nOtinCluded:inthe computation

Of the ,medians. ,The means of. the median latencies .for each grade as

.



a function of display condition and type of response judgment are pre-
sented in Table 2. The results were subjected to an analysis of vari-
ance which is presented in Table 3. As expected, the grade variable
was highly significant (p Z. .001) and responsible for a large share of
the variance. The range of mean RTs was from 1957 milliseconds for the

Table 2
Mean Latencies for each Grade as a nanction of Display

Condition and TYpe of Response

Grade
PictUre-Picture

Display
Wotd-Word
Display

Word-Picture
Display

Same Different Same Different Same Different

Second '3957 1987 2044 2133 2141 2281
Fourth 1364 1343 1318 1330 1479 1418
Sixth 3114 1194 1132 1162 1224 1221
College 821 856 793 842 939 .893

Table 3
Analysis of Variance for Median Latencies

Source df SS MS

Between Squares
Grade (a)
S/G

127
3

124

20792439988.67
157,402,495.87
4998419493.13

52,467,498.62
401,947.53

130.533"

Within Squares. 640 27,8829915.00
Display Condition (D) 2 2,194,318.81 1 1097 9159.41 21.583*"
GXD 6 7529965.27 125 9494.21 2.469*

'SD/G 248 129606 ,708.92 50 9833.50
Response (R) 1 1479297.52 1479297.52 .199
GXR 3 3039557.15 103.9185.72 .137
SR/G 124 991789678. 33 740 9215:99
D3CR 2 44,315.15 22 9157.58 2.61
GDR 6. 5145 9592.21 90 9932.04 10.69 **
SDR/0 248 2,109,481.64 8,505.97
Ibtal 235,1269903.67

**per .001
.025

P-P'"itime" response judgments in the, second grade to 793 milliseconds
' for. the W-W "same" judgments in the college students.

Display condition was also a highly significant variable
(p'4, .001). Overall, the P-P condition had the shortest latency, the
W-W condition was' intermediate, and the W-P condition was the longest.
The biggest difference was between the WP. condition and the other two
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:onditions; as we had expected.. Thertesponse 'judgment main effect
I"same" "di fferent ) ; taken by itself, was not significant.

The grade.by display condition interaction was of greatest
interest to ..us , and. it was significant (p 4 .025). The .r-ason for

this interaction was chiefly due to a decline with age in the differ-
ence between the WP condition and the other two conditions (i.e.,
PP andWW), as we had predicted. The overall explanation of these
results, however, turned out to be considerably more complicated than
we had anticipated. For one thing, the difference between the WP con-

. dition. end the other two. conditions decreased steadily throup)i.the

eiXth grade, but this trend was not continued with 'the college Ss.
This 'decrease in latency with grade is shown in. Fipre 1 by means of

-it difference score'Vbich was computed-by subtracting'. the latency of
the WP condition from, the mean of the WW . and PP conditions

WW+PP''
'041"----8-7-4. The curve for the different 'response :judgments in Figure
.1 dropb very consistently across the three grades'. end levels off, but
:Abe curve, for the same response judgments drops until the sixth' grade,
'ad then rises fol. the adult Ss.

The very significant (p < .001) triple interaction of grade
by display condition by :response judgment bears.,out this difference
between the same and different response judgments. This triple inter-
action is plotted in Figure 2 with grade and type of response 'judgment
ii parameters:. Air-the second grade, latency increases steadily from
PP to WW to WP, and the Same 'judgments are consistently fastei than

''/t the diffetent jUdgments . is not the case for the other three
grades. 'The WW condition does not take. longer than the PP condition;
and the same judgments tend to be slower than the different judg-
ments in the WP condition, especially for the college.:Se.

; . 1.e .

.`,.Consider first,the.PP condition compared to the Wti
.The PP latencies 'were significantly shorter than the WWlaten-

cies for. the second graders., t(30) = 2.55, p < .02, presumably because
the second graders do not yet, read very competently, and thus do not
get the meanings from 'the words as easily as from the pictures itheir
error rate for words accords. with this interpretation). The ftYUrth
and aixthgraders do .not differ significantly on the two typesof
display condition, but..the college students do, t ( 30) 2 .0 7,. ,p < .05.

The order, turthermore,. is reversed. They have shorter latencies for
the WW condition suggesting that it is easier for them to extract
meaning from the words than from the pictures.

NM consider the Same and different' response judgments. As
.mentioned aboveitype of response: 'judgment overall was not- a signifi-
cant variable. In addition; the type of response judgment did not
interact significantly with either the grade or display condition
Tarlatan. But when the ,response judgment variable is considered to-
.gether with both the grade.end:displey condition variables, it is
clear that the, seme.and different judgments have differential effects.

. The condition of interest isWP. The same judgments are-significantly

-4°159.
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fester than the different judgments for the second graders when the

displAir is a word and a picture, t(30) = 2.22, p .05. For the
fourth and the. sixth graders this difference is not significant, but
for the eollege students the order is reversed. Now the different
judgments are significantly faster than the same judgments, t (30) t=

2.52, p 4..02. This reversal of the same and different judgments for
the college students is shown dramatically in Figure 1 where the dif-
ference in latency between the WP condition and the mean of the WW and
PP conditions is plotted. There is only a 44 millisecond difference
between the WP condition and the other two conditions when the differ-
ent Judgments are considered by themselves. But the difference is

three times as great (132 milliseconds) for the same judgments , sug-

gesting that a convergent representation of meaning is not reached as
readily when a same response judgment is required. This group's signi-

ficantly higher error rate for same judgments in condition 11-P is

in accord.

It seems to us that these results indicate a radical dif-
ference between the second graders and adults in processing WP dis-

plays. The age difference in ease of processing in the PP and 141/ dis-

play conditions, suggests that the explanation must take into account
the facility with which meaning is extracted from pictures as con-

trasted with words. A hypothesis regarding this difference will be
offered in the Discussion.

Discussion

In recent years, there has been much research and lively
debate as to how meaning is stored in memory, with the debate center-
ing around a dichotomy between imagistic and linguistic preferences
for how, meaning is "coded" (e,g., Boirer, in press; Paivio, 1971;

Reese, 19 70 ; Rowher, 1970). Both positions, as well as an 'ecumenical
compromise accepting them as parallel systems , imply that a distinc-
tion between modes is retained in processing for meaning when remem-
bering something. On the other hand, there are those who argue that
rather than several parallel "mnemonic coding systems ," there may be
only one abstract semantic system in which meaning iq neither em-
bodied in linguistic form nor as any kind of concrete imagery, but in
some abstract deep structure (Bransford, Barclay, & Franks, 1972; Ehri

& Richardson, 1972). What that structure is like we cannot say,*.but
we have revived, it seems, the concept of imageless thoUght.1 As

Shepard and Chipman (1970) remarked, "Ss do indeed seem unable 'to tell
us anything significant about the structure of an individual mental
image as such. What they can however tell us about, is the relation
between that internal representation and other internal representa-
tions (p. 17)."

1

The latter sentence is particularly relevant to the approach
taken in the present study. We did not put the question directly to

1. T. V. t!oore's (1919) monograph, "Image and !leaning in
Memory and Perception," begun with !Cape at Munich in 1g13, is an.
excellent reminder of the power of this concept.
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the Ss, but we compared directness of access to mewing within and
between modes of display. The question differs from :lea of most
recent experiments because we are asking about access--extraction of
meaning--rather than how meanings are "stored."

The hypothesis we. were coneerned with is closest to the uni-
cameral, abstract, amodal position; that is, that there i' only one
meaning, system, neither specifically iconic nor specifically linguis-
tic. This is the same position, essentially, as that so eloquently
advocated by Moore more than 50 years ago. We thought it likely that
there would have to be a.developmental road to this :ideal, economical
conceptual:system. Since would necessarily be unavailable to into-
.5Pection,. We chose, to. study..it.:by comparing :modes of representation
that we,.nould manipulate, using the S's :latency in judging, whether two

Members display. hed:.a'same or Efferent meaning as the dependent
..'c71141, 11,,me to make the. Aecision would tell us, we ;thought; just

benfte1inilar the internal representations of meaning were; .andi whether,
witti' different modes to compare, there is eventually convergence to-
ward the latency for the within-mode comparisons.

A stmerficial look .at the results suggests that this hypo-
thesis has been, at best, only partially confirmed. The results
plotted, in Pigure 1 show a nicely declining latency, as predicted,

.4.

from grade two through six,. when same and different, judgments are
41.veraged..,,,.,But.the..college,..students do not continue the trend. If
only the di'f'ferent Judgments.. are considered, the overall picture is
very satisfactory. But the same judgments do not show a consistent
downward .trend, and there is even an upturn for the adults. We must
look further for an explanation, than the simple hypothesis of an ad-
vance.with maturity to a single =dal representation of meaning.

Are the Ss truly reaching a semantic level in making their
judgments in this experiment, or are; they perhaps only matching
words? .Do' they read the two words in. the W-W condition and merely
match acoustic representations, of them? Do.. they name the two Pic-
tUres .in 'the: P-4) condition.andmatch names, without ..going through. a

: , . .
Semantic' syStem?, .Do they, read..the word:,.name the picture 9:and then

''match the two_ words, by ,aoale. acoustic,..but non-liemantic. representation
in 'condition WPt This notion= in . the. PP end WP disvlay conditions,
at least,..seeMs thoroughly; untenable. M0014 . (1919) showed Ss pic-
tures' and measured the. time betwee. presentation and the experiende

,;:eiff.'meaninig..and likewise between; presentaltdon and occurrence of A name.
LatenCy'.for.,Meaning was alwayar,shorter for all pl.ctures And all Se.
looref said .(v.. 90).,..."Ilhen :the .meaning 'experience comes 'the name is
not :yet,. w.. Ss often spoke of the.'priorityof the meaning to
'the neaiirig,." Again (v.. meaning.: cannot .be lacking. if the
subject name* the picture- -no .matter what the t ask.". :In other words,
the Selatti41 C category must be found before a name can be. produced.
Brown (1958) seems to have come to a similar conclusion..

.. Dr. Elisabeth. Warrington. (personal communication) showed
two photographs of i110. -sane :object, each. photographed from a different

..`
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angle, and asked S to say whether or not they were the same object.
Patients with right parietal lesions showed a significant deficit
Irv:this task.

that

their speech and language functions were intact,
she reasoned that "veibalhypotheses" play a minimal role in the task.

The precedence of meaning over naming is important in in-
terpreting our results. The results suggest that second graders
Process the meaning in words and Pictures differently than college
students. We obtained' two reversals in latency between the second
grade and the college Ss. The second graders were faster in the PP
condition than in the WW condition, but this trend was reversed .for
the college students, who were faster in the WW condition. There was
no difference between the two display conditions for the intermediate

grades. The same judgments were faster than the different judgMents
fbr the second graders in the WP condition, but for the collegeistu-
dents the different judgments were faster. The same and different
judgments did not differ for the intermediate grades. What do these
reversals tell us?

We suggest that the same judgments are shorter in the WP
condition (but not in the other conditions) for second graders, be-
cause the meaning of the picture, and hence its name, is more readily
accessible to them than the meaning of the word. We suggest that the
second graders' strategy is to get the meaning first' from the picture,
then name the picture (get a word for it), and then match that word
to the written word. If a match is obtainwl, they will have been

' facilitated by knowing the meaning of the Piature,-but if the word
does not match, knowing the meaning of the picture' cannot help them.
Since matches lead to same judgments, the same judgments are faster
than the different judgments in.the WP condition.

The college students, on the other hand, use a verrdiffer-
ent strategy. The different judgments are shorter in the WP display
condition (though not in the other conditions) because words are more
salient to them than pictures. We suggest that the college students

first get the meaning from the word and then match it to the meaning
of the picture before going on to a naming stage, since meaning pre-
cedes naming (cf. reference to Moore, above). A different judgment
can be made without naming when the meanings for the words and pic-
tures do not match. When the meanings do match, howeVer, the college
student goes on to' the naming stage and checks the name of the picture
with the word. This extra step inevitably takes longer. The dif-
ferent judgments are shorter, in other words, because the name is not
processed at all, or only after the judgment has been made and the
key pressed.

Why would the college S go on go check the name of the pic-
ture before making a same judgmeii when the word has already provided
a meaning? Words have multiple meanings, especially for adults,
and the meaning given by the word might not be the one represented
by the picture. Multiple meaning$ for words and names fOr objects,
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roost, characteristic of adults, will affect same judgments, but not
different judgments. They make the same judgments longer and, as
shown in Table 1, result in more errors..

If this explanation is correct, errors for same judgats
(that is, deciding different when same vas the correct judgment)
should have shorter latencies than the correct same judgments , 'because

S made his judgment before., checking the name. This is, indeed, the
case. The mean latency for correct same judgments was 939 cosec; but
for erroneous! ones (a total of 25 errors) it was 792 msec.

This admittedly speculative explanation can fortunately be
checked. It is planned to run the,P-W condition again with 'second

graders and adults, with sequential presentation of thematerial. If
the.above hypotheses are correct, the children should. have faster re-
action times When pictures are presented first; but the. adults should

. be. faster.when.Words are presented first.

It will also be of interest to conduct the experiment with
acoustic, rather. than written presentation of the words.. Since the
above..interpret.ation depends partially on the difference ink salience

. ; Hof 'written wards for children and adults the condition by grade bv
response interaction might be reduced: for Ss . in the age range used
i)2 this experiment,. We would, however, still:expect en age by con-, .

dition interaction for children of the age. range. tested by Shenela.

Does the proposed.explanation disconfirm the hypothesi we
Were, investigating?. It seems to us to be . perfectly consistent with
it. The doiriiard trend in Figure 1 for different judgments bearrit
'out. end the data suggest no other explanation for that trend. Ake
nature of the task draws differentially on the competences of second
grade children and oollege students and causes them to 'perform in ways
which are most economical,for
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The Effect of Orthographic Structure on
Letter Search: A Reexamination*

Martha Zaslow
,

In an experiment done by Gibson, Tenney, Barron and Zaslow
(1972), no difference was found in scanning raes between Ss who
scanned through lists that were composed of orthographically struc-
tured pseudo-words to locate a target letter N, and Ss who scanned
through lists that were not orthographically structured. Though a
scanning procedure had never been used before to test for the effect
of orthographic structure, the results were inconsistent with pre-
vious experiments on orthographic structure using .!-achistoscopic
presentations. In these experiments, pseudo words that were pronounce-
able and orthographiCally well structured were consistently more
accurately and rapidly perceived than control itenks.- It 'is proposed
that the results of the Gibson et al. experiment could be accounted
for in terms of the particular procedure used, and predicted that with
a limited number ofchanges , the facilitating effect of orthographic
structure could be demonstrated in a scanning experiment very similar
to the original one.

The following changes in procedure were proposed, and for
the following reasons: (1) Instead of using a single target through-
out the experiment, Ss scanned for a different target on each of the
20 experimental trials. Previous research (Ulric Neisser, 1964) had
indicated that the scanning procedure tended to favor, as a strategy
of search, the use of graphic information. Using a single target
throughout might encourage processing for the graphic features of
this letter, and make such information as orthographic structure ir-
relevant to the task. Changing the target' on each trial would decrease
S's tendency to rely merely on graphic information.

(2) Orthographic structure, or rules governing the spelling
patterns of English, have two components: permissible (probable)
combinations or groupings of letters, and positions permissible for
them to occur in. While other theories of word perception make
statements about sequentially probable combinations of_ letters, a
theory of orthographic structure based on spelling-to-sound corres-
pondences as proposed by E. J. Gibson is further concerned with the
importance of constrained position of letters and letter clusters.
It was decided to examine the importance of position, as a means of
separating theories of orthographic structure and theories based on
sequential probability. Accordingly, the second change was to select
a set of letter-clusters that fit both requirements in a very sneci-
fic way. 'Bro-letter consonant clusters were selected that were con-
strained to appear only at the beginning or at the end of monosylla-
bic English words. BL, for example, can only begin such a word in

*A summary of a Senior Honors 'Thesis, Cornell, 1972. A
full-length paper will be submitted for publication.
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English, and ND can only end one. Working with such constrained
forms enabled E to devise lists of pseudo words that were well struc-
tured and pronounceable when the clusters were in the proper position,
but the reverse when the clusters were put at the uvrong" ends of
monosyllabic pseudo-words. One could thereby. test the importance
of agreement in both position and letter sequence with the rules of
'orthographic structure in contrast. with a given sequence (target
cluster) alone. (3) As noted above, the earlier experiment appar-
ently had not made the structure of the.. context items relevant infor-

mation for the scanning procedure used:. Inithis experiment, a cluster
rather than a single letter was always the target.. It was felt that
the targets selected, (consonant clusters of high probability in
English) would make pick-up of information about structure task-
relevant in the well-structured condition where the cluster was cor-
rectly placed in both target and context items.. In the non-structured
'condition, the target being scanned for was the same cluster but
appeared in the wrong location.

:t The results of the revised experiment indicatethat Ss in
! the well structured: condition scanned significantly more. rapidly
::.:(p 4i... 05 ) than Ss in the non-structured condition. The structure

did become. t ask-relevant , and facilitated. search.. Taken to-
gether with the earlier. experiment, the results indicate that a
facilitation effect occurred only when both equirements of ortho-
graphic structure were met. The scanning task itself tends to
encouragehe use of the most. economical procedure for scanning. The
:present experiment indicates that once the.option of processing for
graphic structure'. alone is eliminated, processing for orthographic

..3.structure.becomes a highly economical search. approach. This in turn,
attests to the extent to which: adult readers have, and can readily
utilize,' their abstracted knowledge of orthographic structure in
words...

: . .
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